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SKYMASTER® ZKP 4 –
The Small Planetarium for the  
digital Age

Carl Zeiss AG Phone:  +49-3641-642406 Änderungen bleiben im Zuge 

Planetarium Division Fax:  +49-3641-643023 der kontinuierlichen Weiter-

07740 Jena, Germany E-mail:  planetarium@zeiss.de entwicklung vorbehalten.

Internet: http://www.zeiss.de/planetariums          We make it visible.

New museum of science and history in Fort Worth, Texas (computer 
image courtesy of FWMSH)
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Planetarium 
University of Nebraska

Kearney, NE, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

9,1 m dome

Bays Mountain Planetarium
Kingsport, TN, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12.2 m dome

Planetarium of the Mini World
Lichtenstein 

Lichtenstein, Germany
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12 m dome

Planetarium 
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences

Peoria, IL, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium 
Science Club Kuwait

Safat, Kuwait
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Umoe Planetariet
Vitenfabrikken

Sandnes, Norwegen
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8 m dome

Planetarium
Mt. San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

11.5 m dome
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Projector  
for northern Milky Way

Moon projector  
with phase mechanism

Earth projector* 

Projector for Sun*

Hour circle projector Projector for 
hour angle 
scale and  
celestial pole

Projector for equator

Projector for ecliptic

Mars projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (south)

Saturn projector*

Bayonet cover for fixed star lamp

Projector for southern constellation figures

Vertical circle projector

Projector for  
Cardinal Points

Projector  
for southern 

Milky Way

Jupiter projector*

Mercury projector*

Meridian projector

Projector for equator

Projector for zodiacal constellation figures

Venus projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (north)

Projector for northern constellation figures

Substructure with 
electronics, lift and  
azimuth turn table

* Default projector function, other planets and objects by selection or input of orbital parameters in the SKYPOST 4 operating program.

Projector  
for precession scale (covered)

Technical  
Data

Projection Dome
Dome diameters: 6 m to 14 m (20 to 46 ft)
Reflectivity:	 40	%	to	75	%
Horizon height: 2055 mm
Auditorium
Temperature: +15°C to +30°C
Temperature changes: max. 5°C/h
Rel.	humidity:	 max.	70	%
Projection Instrument
Color: metallic anthracite / matt black
Height,	max./min.:	 2750	/	1725	mm
Diameter,	substructure:	 780	mm
Weight: approx. 280 kg 
Design Control Console*
Width: 1840 mm
Depth: 980 mm
Desk height: 1130 mm
Power Supply
Operating	voltage:	 240/220	V	±10	%,	50	Hz;
	 130/110	V	±10	%,	60	Hz
Power	consumption:	 3.0	kVA	(max.);
	 1.8	kVA	(typ.)
Control
Control computer: Industrial PC
Control panel: 450 x 250 x 50 mm
Operating system: MS Windows®

Operating software: ZEISS SKYPOST 4
Installation/Training
Carl Zeiss installs the projection system at the customer’s location 
as agreed as soon as the assembly requirements meet the 
specifications of Carl Zeiss. Following installation, the customer 
receives	in-depth	training	on	the	operation	and	maintenance	of	the	
projection system.
Additional Services
Upon	request,	Carl	Zeiss	delivers	additional	equipment	such	as	
planetarium domes, dome illumination and sound systems, and 
installs them together with experienced system partners.
Additional Literature
•	 powerdome®Planetarium	Systems	(Publ.-No.:	58-345)
•	 Professional	Digital	Projection	for	the	Small	Dome	Planetarium 

powerdome®SPACEGATE	(Publ.-No.:	58-292)
•	 SKYMASTER	ZKP	4	Architects	Guide	/	powerdome®SPACEGATE	

(Publ.-No.	58-342)
Visit	the	Carl	Zeiss	website	for	updates	or	contact	a	sales	partner.

* Additional Equipment

The designer control console accomodates all control components, 
provides space for three monitors and has a lockable drawer for 
small equipment.

Four Generations of Small Size
          Planetariums

Carl Zeiss invented the projection planetarium and 

presented it to the public for the first time in 1923. 

Since then, the „Wonder from Jena“ has left a trail of 

success around the world. Interest around the globe was 

overwhelming and planetarium domes with room for 

more than 400 visitors sprang up in numerous cities. In 

almost all big cities around the world, large planetariums 

still entertain their audiences with starry skies and the 

exploration of the cosmos.

The development of a small planetarium projector in-

tended as a tool to teach astronomical navigation as part 

of a nautical education began at Carl Zeiss in the 1930s. 

By 1945, 18 new ZEISS small planetariums had been 

built. In the 1950s, Carl Zeiss continued production with 

several improvements. With a total of 257 projectors, it 

should be the largest planetarium series from Carl Zeiss: 

the ZKP 1. Although it was a simple and robust device 

with only one star ball for six and eight meter domes, 

it already projected an outstanding night sky. Most of 

these instruments are still used in school planetariums 

and smaller facilities around the world.

In 1977, Carl Zeiss launched the second generation 

of the small size planetarium: SKYMASTER ZKP 2. The 

dumbbell shape hinted at the relationship to the large 

size planetariums of the times. The expanded range of 

functions and a brighter night sky permitted installa-

tion in domes up to 10 meters in diameter. With a few 

exceptions, the 70 devices that were delivered are still 

used in planetariums.

Introduced at the start of the 1990s, SKYMASTER ZKP 

3 delivered the first convenient computer control to small 

planetariums. Dome diameter once again increased – 

thanks to strong halogen lights, it was possible to use 

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 in domes up to 12 meters.

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 made its debut in 2005. This 

leading-edge system, which exceeded the performance 

of its predecessors in all aspects, established itself as 

the best-selling optical-mechanical small planetarium 

within two years.

SKYMASTER ZKP 2 (1977 – 1993)

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 (1993 – 2005)

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 with powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto

Small Planetarium ZKP 1 (1952 – 1977)
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The shroud of night slowly descends on the dome. The 

first stars suddenly appear. Hundreds, then thousands 

of these tiny points of light shine through the rising 

darkness. They sparkle and radiate magically like small 

diamonds. A murmur arises; a light whisper accompanies 

the emerging night sky.

Stars stir emotions. Thoughts escape into the distance; 

memories of warm summer nights spring to mind. 

However, as civilization expands and cities grow, 

increasing light pollution masks the real beauty of the 

stars; we must often head to the countryside to fully 

enjoy their true splendor. 

Stars that Inspire

Planetariums show us the stars. But not all of them 

show us the stars as they are in nature: beautiful, bright, 

tiny points of light. An opto-mechanical projector is a 

must, preferably, a fiber-optic projector; a projector 

from Carl Zeiss. 

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 brings precisely these stars to a 

planetarium. Stars so clear that they inspire and excite: 

the most wonderful thing that a planetarium can ac-

complish.

Starlit Sky

Exact rendition of the natural night sky

•  Approx. 7,000 stars (northern and southern hemi-

spheres, visible to the naked eye)

•  Brightness can be controlled from zero to maxi-

mum intensity

•  18 bright stars up to 1,m6 with natural coloration

•  Detailed Milky Way with optical projection

•  26 brighter star clusters, nebulae and galaxies, the 

most important with characteristic structures

3
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With its high-tech equipment, SKYMASTER ZKP 4 provides 

the most brilliant night sky in planetariums up to 14 m 

(46 ft) in diameter. With 10 times brightness and reduced 

diameters, the stars shine as never before. Such a sight 

is sure to fascinate children of all ages.

The secret of brilliant stars can be found in fiber 

optics – a patented invention from Carl Zeiss. Each 

star is directly and exclusively illuminated by a single 

glass fiber. Only Carl Zeiss has been able to master this 

unique technology. It provides 100 times more light 

than traditional illumination methods. The added light 

enables a reduction of the star diameter – in addition 

to brightness, the most important requirement for star 

brilliance. This does not even require a particularly bright 

fixed star lamp. SKY MASTER ZKP 4 uses 

very economical 100 watt halogen 

bulbs for each star ball. They have a 

service life of up to 1000 hours. And 

can be changed in a matter of seconds 

using the bayonet. 

Arrangement of the fiber 
optics in the fixed star ball   
each of the 16 projectors 
contains approx. 200-400 
light guides (computer 
drawing).

A fiber-optic 
block in its origi-
nal size.

High-Tech  
for the Stars 

Fixed star ball for 
the northern hemi-

sphere.

Fixed star lamp 
with fast-action 
changer.



Constellations

•  12 constellations of the zodiac

•  26 constellations of the northern and southern hemispheres

•  Colored differentiation of the constellations of the zodiac

•  Powerful and bright projection

• Fixed correlation relative to the night sky

• Integrated into sky motions

•  Projection in characteristic groups
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Sun, Moon and  Planets  
Freed from Gears

Sun, Moon and the planets keep puzzling every new 

generation. How do lunar phases come about? Why 

does Sun rise vary with season and place? Why do 

planets move along loops? Only the planetarium can 

make the time run backwards or at extra speed, have 

the Moon run through its phases, make the Sun describe 

different paths in summer and winter, and orbit the 

planets in time-lapse fashion. 

Gone are the days when projectors for the Sun, 

Moon and planets were moved by a mutual gear drive. 

Each of the eight planet projectors in SKY MASTER ZKP 4 

receives its astronomical coordinates via a digital drive. 

Within seconds, Jupiter and Saturn are positioned as 

they were at the time of the star of Bethlehem in year 

-7. Every date 10,000 years in the past or future can be 

set instantly. 

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 does more than simply show the 

planets visible to the naked eye – even Uranus, Neptune, 

Pluto and the Earth join in the cosmic dance around the 

sun. Would you like to show what Copernicus taught? 

With SKYMASTER ZKP 4 celestial mechanics is within 

easy reach.

The gear chains of the past inevitably led to periodic 

deviations in the positions of the planets. SKYMASTER 

ZKP 4 always positions the planets correctly; even from 

a topocentric point of view. Define your vantage point 

on the Earth, and SKYMASTER ZKP 4 moves the Sun, 

Moon and planets to their exact locations. Nothing 

could be better for explaining eclipses, occultations and 

planet conjunctions. Combined movements such as the 

progression of the analemma are as easy as pressing a 

button with SKYMAS TER ZKP 4. 

By the way, seven of the eight “planet” projectors can 

be used for other purposes. Simply enter the orbit of a 

planetoid, a comet or a satellite, and voilà, the object is 

positioned in the sky at the right time and right place.

Each of the eight projectors for the Sun, Moon, planets and 
other objects can be individually controlled in two axes 
via intelligent drives. The movements are coordinate by 

software.



Sun, Moon, Planets and more

•  8 individual, two-axis projectors

•  Sun 1° or point-shaped, switchable

•  Moon with visible surface details

•  Automatic and motion-independent phase 

change

• Display of all planets and small planets

• Simulation of satellites, motion of the stars, 

shooting stars and other objects
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Expanded Range of Functions with 
more Convenient Operation

Didactic Functions

•  Celestial equator
•  Ecliptic
•  Meridian
•  White and blue dome and effect illumination
•  Hour circle / hour angle scale with celestial pole*
•  Vertical circle and azimuth scale with zenith mark*
• Nautical triangle*
•  Cardinal points, switchable*
•  Precession scale*
•  Rotating Earth map*
• East and west horizon light, white/red*

Additional Features*

•  Integrated lift, lifting height: 530 mm
•  Azimuth rotation, unlimited and positionable
• Alphanumeric display (on dome edge)

A convenient control panel with clearly arranged but-

tons and knobs, and the new SKYPOST control program 

simplify working with the system despite the consider-

ably expanded range of functions. SKY MAS TER ZKP 4 

permits manual and fully automatic operation, as well 

as switching between live presentations and program-

guided playback. The control system is so easy to use 

that you can even have students operating and program-

ming the system. 

 Convenient SKYMASTER ZKP 4 control panel.

Extended operating functions

• Topocentric mode standard (previously only 
geocentric display)

• Customizable graphic user interface

• Selectable analog or digital display of instru-
ment status

• Multi-document interface for simultaneous ed-
iting and storage of several lecture documents

• Balanced display and editing of show docu-
ments in lists and timeline view

• Possibility of entering data for objects, time and 
place  

• Positioning of celestial objects in several coordi-
nate systems

• Calculated, coupled course of several move-
ments (e.g. for display of analemma)

• Expanded control functions on the control 
panel

• Direct coupling to powerdome®Systems (linked 
control)

Projectors for zodiacal figures, equator and ecliptic (top), 
projector for hour circle (center), projectors for hour angle 
scale and azimuth scale (bottom).

* selectable features
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The user interface provides clarity and flexibility. 

A new feature allows you to open several show 

programs at once. You can work with the time-

line and list view at the same time, edit different 

positions in the show program and group control 

commands. The instrument status can be shown 

in digital and analog form 

for fast orientation during 

live presentations. 

All functions can be ac-

tivated separately, i. e. in-

dependently of each other. 

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 also lets 

you link functions with each other in sensible com-

binations, for example to control a sunset.

A preview window provides the operator with a 

complete overview of the activated functions and 

projector positions. The graphic interface deliv-

ers all relevant information; the operator is just 

responsible for selecting the required data.

Main window with timeline, cues, displays and function   
buttons.

SKYMASTER ZKP4 is designed for joint use with 

full-dome video systems from Carl Zeiss. The digital 

planetarium of the powerdome®Systems is coupled 

to the movements of SKYMASTER ZKP 4. The digital 

planetarium follows the motion of the opto-mechan-

ical projector without fail. While SKYMASTER ZKP 4 

projects the night sky, powerdome permits synchro-

nous overlay projections of individual constellation 

figures of any selected color.

Powerdome®SPACEGATE, a digital, full-dome pro-

jection system from Carl Zeiss with contrast-optimized 

DLP® video projectors is the ideal complement to SKY-

MASTER ZKP 4. The SPACEGATE projectors are arranged 

around the dome center, either placed separately or 

fitted to SKYMASTER ZKP 4 and project without ob-

structions by the planetarium instrument. For smaller 

domes, SPACEGATE Duo with two projectors is the best 

choice; SPACEGATE Quinto is recommended for larger 

domes and more sophisticated installations.

With powerdome®EDITION, Carl Zeiss offers addi-

tional full-dome video systems based on commercial 

projectors. SKYMASTER ZKP 4 and powerdome® 

Systems unite the benefits of analog and digital 

planetarium projection. 

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 with SPACEGATE Quinto, the five-
channel full-dome video system from Carl Zeiss.

Linked Control with digital 
powerdome®Systems
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SKYMASTER ZKP 4 at the planetariums in Judenburg, Istanbul and Lichtenstein (photos: 
H. Fally, E. Kalinyazgan, V. Schorcht)

Almaty Planetarium 
Almaty, Kazakhstan
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
10 m dome

The Belo Horizonte Planetarium 
Belo Horizonte, Brazil
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Duo
9 m dome

Planetarium of the
Bucheon City Library 
Bucheon, South Korea
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium Feira de Santana
Feira de Santana, Brazil
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
13 m dome

Noble Planetarium
Museum of Science & History
Fort Worth, TX, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
11 m dome

Planetarium in the Science Park
Gaziantep, Turkey
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10.8 m dome

Planetarium of the Turkish Naval Academy
Istanbul, Turkey
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
6 m dome

Planetarium
Judenburg Startower
Judenburg, Austria
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8.5 m dome

Planetarium im
„K.E.Ziolkovski“ Museum of Cosmonautics 
Kaluga, Russia
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Almaty Planetarium 
Almaty, Kazakhstan
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
10 m dome

The Belo Horizonte Planetarium
Belo Horizonte, Brazil
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Duo
9 m dome

Planetarium of the
Bucheon City Library 
Bucheon, South Korea
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium Feira de Santana
Feira de Santana, Brazil
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
13 m dome

Noble Planetarium
Museum of Science & History
Fort Worth, TX, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
11 m dome

Planetarium in the Science Park
Gaziantep, Turkey
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10.8 m dome

Planetarium of the Turkish Naval Academy
Istanbul, Turkey
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
6 m dome

Planetarium
Judenburg Startower
Judenburg, Austria
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8.5 m dome

Planetarium 
„K.E.Ziolkovski“ Museum of Cosmonautics 
Kaluga, Russia
SKYMASTER ZKP 4
powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Welcome to the Circle of UsersWelcome to the Circle of Users

New planetarium at the University of Nebraska in  
Kearney, USA (computer animation).

New planetarium at the University of Nebraska in  
Kearney, USA (computer animation).
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SKYMASTER® ZKP 4 –
The Small Planetarium for the  
digital Age

Carl Zeiss AG Phone:  +49-3641-642406 Änderungen bleiben im Zuge 

Planetarium Division Fax:  +49-3641-643023 der kontinuierlichen Weiter-

07740 Jena, Germany E-mail:  planetarium@zeiss.de entwicklung vorbehalten.

Internet: http://www.zeiss.de/planetariums          We make it visible.

New museum of science and history in Fort Worth, Texas (computer 
image courtesy of FWMSH)
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Planetarium 
University of Nebraska

Kearney, NE, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

9,1 m dome

Bays Mountain Planetarium
Kingsport, TN, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12.2 m dome

Planetarium of the Mini World
Lichtenstein 

Lichtenstein, Germany
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12 m dome

Planetarium 
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences

Peoria, IL, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium 
Science Club Kuwait

Safat, Kuwait
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Umoe Planetariet
Vitenfabrikken

Sandnes, Norwegen
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8 m dome

Planetarium
Mt. San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

11.5 m dome
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Projector  
for northern Milky Way

Moon projector  
with phase mechanism

Earth projector* 

Projector for Sun*

Hour circle projector Projector for 
hour angle 
scale and  
celestial pole

Projector for equator

Projector for ecliptic

Mars projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (south)

Saturn projector*

Bayonet cover for fixed star lamp

Projector for southern constellation figures

Vertical circle projector

Projector for  
Cardinal Points

Projector  
for southern 

Milky Way

Jupiter projector*

Mercury projector*

Meridian projector

Projector for equator

Projector for zodiacal constellation figures

Venus projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (north)

Projector for northern constellation figures

Substructure with 
electronics, lift and  
azimuth turn table

* Default projector function, other planets and objects by selection or input of orbital parameters in the SKYPOST 4 operating program.

Projector  
for precession scale (covered)

Technical  
Data

Projection Dome
Dome diameters: 6 m to 14 m (20 to 46 ft)
Reflectivity:	 40	%	to	75	%
Horizon height: 2055 mm
Auditorium
Temperature: +15°C to +30°C
Temperature changes: max. 5°C/h
Rel.	humidity:	 max.	70	%
Projection Instrument
Color: metallic anthracite / matt black
Height,	max./min.:	 2750	/	1725	mm
Diameter,	substructure:	 780	mm
Weight: approx. 280 kg 
Design Control Console*
Width: 1840 mm
Depth: 980 mm
Desk height: 1130 mm
Power Supply
Operating	voltage:	 240/220	V	±10	%,	50	Hz;
	 130/110	V	±10	%,	60	Hz
Power	consumption:	 3.0	kVA	(max.);
	 1.8	kVA	(typ.)
Control
Control computer: Industrial PC
Control panel: 450 x 250 x 50 mm
Operating system: MS Windows®

Operating software: ZEISS SKYPOST 4
Installation/Training
Carl Zeiss installs the projection system at the customer’s location 
as agreed as soon as the assembly requirements meet the 
specifications of Carl Zeiss. Following installation, the customer 
receives	in-depth	training	on	the	operation	and	maintenance	of	the	
projection system.
Additional Services
Upon	request,	Carl	Zeiss	delivers	additional	equipment	such	as	
planetarium domes, dome illumination and sound systems, and 
installs them together with experienced system partners.
Additional Literature
•	 powerdome®Planetarium	Systems	(Publ.-No.:	58-345)
•	 Professional	Digital	Projection	for	the	Small	Dome	Planetarium 

powerdome®SPACEGATE	(Publ.-No.:	58-292)
•	 SKYMASTER	ZKP	4	Architects	Guide	/	powerdome®SPACEGATE	

(Publ.-No.	58-342)
Visit	the	Carl	Zeiss	website	for	updates	or	contact	a	sales	partner.

* Additional Equipment

The designer control console accomodates all control components, 
provides space for three monitors and has a lockable drawer for 
small equipment.

Four Generations of Small Size
          Planetariums

Carl Zeiss invented the projection planetarium and 

presented it to the public for the first time in 1923. 

Since then, the „Wonder from Jena“ has left a trail of 

success around the world. Interest around the globe was 

overwhelming and planetarium domes with room for 

more than 400 visitors sprang up in numerous cities. In 

almost all big cities around the world, large planetariums 

still entertain their audiences with starry skies and the 

exploration of the cosmos.

The development of a small planetarium projector in-

tended as a tool to teach astronomical navigation as part 

of a nautical education began at Carl Zeiss in the 1930s. 

By 1945, 18 new ZEISS small planetariums had been 

built. In the 1950s, Carl Zeiss continued production with 

several improvements. With a total of 257 projectors, it 

should be the largest planetarium series from Carl Zeiss: 

the ZKP 1. Although it was a simple and robust device 

with only one star ball for six and eight meter domes, 

it already projected an outstanding night sky. Most of 

these instruments are still used in school planetariums 

and smaller facilities around the world.

In 1977, Carl Zeiss launched the second generation 

of the small size planetarium: SKYMASTER ZKP 2. The 

dumbbell shape hinted at the relationship to the large 

size planetariums of the times. The expanded range of 

functions and a brighter night sky permitted installa-

tion in domes up to 10 meters in diameter. With a few 

exceptions, the 70 devices that were delivered are still 

used in planetariums.

Introduced at the start of the 1990s, SKYMASTER ZKP 

3 delivered the first convenient computer control to small 

planetariums. Dome diameter once again increased – 

thanks to strong halogen lights, it was possible to use 

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 in domes up to 12 meters.

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 made its debut in 2005. This 

leading-edge system, which exceeded the performance 

of its predecessors in all aspects, established itself as 

the best-selling optical-mechanical small planetarium 

within two years.

SKYMASTER ZKP 2 (1977 – 1993)

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 (1993 – 2005)

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 with powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto

Small Planetarium ZKP 1 (1952 – 1977)
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Projector  
for northern Milky Way

Moon projector  
with phase mechanism

Earth projector* 

Projector for Sun*

Hour circle projector Projector for 
hour angle 
scale and  
celestial pole

Projector for equator

Projector for ecliptic

Mars projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (south)

Saturn projector*

Bayonet cover for fixed star lamp

Projector for southern constellation figures

Vertical circle projector

Projector for  
Cardinal Points

Projector  
for southern 

Milky Way

Jupiter projector*

Mercury projector*

Meridian projector

Projector for equator

Projector for zodiacal constellation figures

Venus projector*

16 fiber optic fixed star projectors (north)

Projector for northern constellation figures

Substructure with 
electronics, lift and  
azimuth turn table

* Default projector function, other planets and objects by selection or input of orbital parameters in the SKYPOST 4 operating program.

Projector  
for precession scale (covered)

Technical  
Data

Projection Dome
Dome diameters: 6 m to 14 m (20 to 46 ft)
Reflectivity:	 40	%	to	75	%
Horizon height: 2055 mm
Auditorium
Temperature: +15°C to +30°C
Temperature changes: max. 5°C/h
Rel.	humidity:	 max.	70	%
Projection Instrument
Color: metallic anthracite / matt black
Height,	max./min.:	 2750	/	1725	mm
Diameter,	substructure:	 780	mm
Weight: approx. 280 kg 
Design Control Console*
Width: 1840 mm
Depth: 980 mm
Desk height: 1130 mm
Power Supply
Operating	voltage:	 240/220	V	±10	%,	50	Hz;
	 130/110	V	±10	%,	60	Hz
Power	consumption:	 3.0	kVA	(max.);
	 1.8	kVA	(typ.)
Control
Control computer: Industrial PC
Control panel: 450 x 250 x 50 mm
Operating system: MS Windows®

Operating software: ZEISS SKYPOST 4
Installation/Training
Carl Zeiss installs the projection system at the customer’s location 
as agreed as soon as the assembly requirements meet the 
specifications of Carl Zeiss. Following installation, the customer 
receives	in-depth	training	on	the	operation	and	maintenance	of	the	
projection system.
Additional Services
Upon	request,	Carl	Zeiss	delivers	additional	equipment	such	as	
planetarium domes, dome illumination and sound systems, and 
installs them together with experienced system partners.
Additional Literature
•	 powerdome®Planetarium	Systems	(Publ.-No.:	58-345)
•	 Professional	Digital	Projection	for	the	Small	Dome	Planetarium 

powerdome®SPACEGATE	(Publ.-No.:	58-292)
•	 SKYMASTER	ZKP	4	Architects	Guide	/	powerdome®SPACEGATE	

(Publ.-No.	58-342)
Visit	the	Carl	Zeiss	website	for	updates	or	contact	a	sales	partner.

* Additional Equipment

The designer control console accomodates all control components, 
provides space for three monitors and has a lockable drawer for 
small equipment.

Four Generations of Small Size
          Planetariums

Carl Zeiss invented the projection planetarium and 

presented it to the public for the first time in 1923. 

Since then, the „Wonder from Jena“ has left a trail of 

success around the world. Interest around the globe was 

overwhelming and planetarium domes with room for 

more than 400 visitors sprang up in numerous cities. In 

almost all big cities around the world, large planetariums 

still entertain their audiences with starry skies and the 

exploration of the cosmos.

The development of a small planetarium projector in-

tended as a tool to teach astronomical navigation as part 

of a nautical education began at Carl Zeiss in the 1930s. 

By 1945, 18 new ZEISS small planetariums had been 

built. In the 1950s, Carl Zeiss continued production with 

several improvements. With a total of 257 projectors, it 

should be the largest planetarium series from Carl Zeiss: 

the ZKP 1. Although it was a simple and robust device 

with only one star ball for six and eight meter domes, 

it already projected an outstanding night sky. Most of 

these instruments are still used in school planetariums 

and smaller facilities around the world.

In 1977, Carl Zeiss launched the second generation 

of the small size planetarium: SKYMASTER ZKP 2. The 

dumbbell shape hinted at the relationship to the large 

size planetariums of the times. The expanded range of 

functions and a brighter night sky permitted installa-

tion in domes up to 10 meters in diameter. With a few 

exceptions, the 70 devices that were delivered are still 

used in planetariums.

Introduced at the start of the 1990s, SKYMASTER ZKP 

3 delivered the first convenient computer control to small 

planetariums. Dome diameter once again increased – 

thanks to strong halogen lights, it was possible to use 

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 in domes up to 12 meters.

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 made its debut in 2005. This 

leading-edge system, which exceeded the performance 

of its predecessors in all aspects, established itself as 

the best-selling optical-mechanical small planetarium 

within two years.

SKYMASTER ZKP 2 (1977 – 1993)

SKYMASTER ZKP 3 (1993 – 2005)

SKYMASTER ZKP 4 with powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto

Small Planetarium ZKP 1 (1952 – 1977)
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P l a n e t a r i u m s  b y  C a r l  Z e i s s

SKYMASTER® ZKP 4 –
The Small Planetarium for the  
digital Age

Carl Zeiss AG Phone:  +49-3641-642406 We reserve the right to change 

Planetarium Division Fax:  +49-3641-643023                                  specifications in the interest of

07740 Jena, Germany E-mail:  planetarium@zeiss.de                             technical progress.

Internet: http://www.zeiss.de/planetariums          We make it visible.

New museum of science and history in Fort Worth, Texas (computer 
image courtesy of FWMSH)
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Planetarium 
University of Nebraska

Kearney, NE, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

9,1 m dome

Bays Mountain Planetarium
Kingsport, TN, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12.2 m dome

Planetarium of the Mini World
Lichtenstein 

Lichtenstein, Germany
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12 m dome

Planetarium 
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences

Peoria, IL, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium 
Science Club Kuwait

Safat, Kuwait
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Umoe Planetariet
Vitenfabrikken

Sandnes, Norwegen
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8 m dome

Planetarium
Mt. San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

11.5 m dome

Planetarium 
University of Nebraska

Kearney, NE, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

9.1 m dome

Bays Mountain Planetarium
Kingsport, TN, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12.2 m dome

Planetarium of the Mini World
Lichtenstein 

Lichtenstein, Germany
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
12 m dome

Planetarium 
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences 

Peoria, IL, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Planetarium 
Science Club Kuwait

Safat, Kuwait
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
10 m dome

Umoe Planetariet
Vitenfabrikken

Sandnes, Norwegen
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

powerdome®SPACEGATE Quinto
8 m dome

Planetarium
Mt. San Antonio College 

Walnut, CA, USA
SKYMASTER ZKP 4

11.5 m dome
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